
motely (18). This substantial neutral source from

Enceladus may go some way toward answering

one of the outstanding questions regarding our

understanding of Saturn_s magnetosphere: What is

the missing source of the large densities of water

and its derivatives that are observed?
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The Interaction of the Atmosphere of
Enceladus with Saturn’s Plasma
R. L. Tokar,1* R. E. Johnson,2 T. W. Hill,3 D. H. Pontius,4 W. S. Kurth,5 F. J. Crary,6 D. T. Young,6
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During the 14 July 2005 encounter of Cassini with Enceladus, the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer
measured strong deflections in the corotating ion flow, commencing at least 27 Enceladus radii
(27 � 252.1 kilometers) from Enceladus. The Cassini Radio and Plasma Wave Science instrument
inferred little plasma density increase near Enceladus. These data are consistent with ion formation
via charge exchange and pickup by Saturn’s magnetic field. The charge exchange occurs between
neutrals in the Enceladus atmosphere and corotating ions in Saturn’s inner magnetosphere. Pickup
ions are observed near Enceladus, and a total mass loading rate of about 100 kilograms per second
(3 � 1027 H2O molecules per second) is inferred.

E
nceladus sits in an OH cloud, or torus,

around Saturn that was originally detected

by the Hubble Space Telescope (1). This

cloud extends from about 3 to 8 Saturn radii

E1 R
S

(Saturn_s radius) 0 60,268 km^ with

maximum concentration (È103 cmj3) inferred

near the orbit of Enceladus (3.95 R
S
). The OH

cloud is produced by dissociation of H
2
O, and

although the peak concentration suggested that

the largest source of water molecules was in the

region near the orbit of Enceladus, the nature of

this source was unknown. Models indicate that

the source region near 4 R
S

must provide È80%

of the total OH source, estimated to be È0.4 �
1028 to 1 � 1028 H

2
O molecules s–1 (2, 3).

On 14 July 2005, the Cassini spacecraft

passed within 168.2 km of Enceladus, through

the cloud of neutrals and plasma (Fig. 1). The

orbital speed of Enceladus is 12.6 km s–1,

whereas the thermal plasma corotates with

Saturn at 39 km s–1 near Enceladus. Thus, the

corotating plasma overtakes Enceladus, forming

a corotational wake in the positive azimuthal

direction at a speed of 26.4 km s–1. Cassini

passed upstream of this wake (Fig. 1B). A strong

enhancement in the flux of plasma ions was

detected by the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer

(CAPS) (4) in two time intervals (Fig. 1) be-

tween t
1
0 19:41 UT and t

2
0 19:46 UT and

between t
3
0 20:04 UT and t

4
0 20:26 UT.

Another Cassini instrument, the Radio and

Plasma Wave Science (RPWS) instrument (5),

measured electric field fluctuations as a function

of frequency and time during the Enceladus

encounter (Fig. 2). We consider first the RPWS

data and then return to the CAPS data. RPWS

provides an estimate of the total electron density,

N
e
, at Cassini from the measured frequency of the

upper hybrid resonance band (Fig. 2). This

frequency is a known function of both the mag-

netic field strength (6) and the total electron den-

sity. The emission observed near the upper hybrid

resonance frequency is complex, with a smoothly

varying narrowband emission at low frequencies

and a more sporadic broadband extension to

higher frequencies (Fig. 2). We assume that the

narrowband relative maximum in the peak near

the bottom of this complex line is the upper hy-

brid band and that the broadband extension to

higher frequencies is a thermal plasma effect. The

upper hybrid band indicates that the total electron

density, shown approximately by the right-hand

scale, smoothly increases from about 45 cmj3 at

19:30 UT to about 70 cmj3 at 20:04 UT. There

is a short period close to Enceladus when the

narrowband emission is not identifiable, likely

due to dust particles hitting the spacecraft. During

this time, it is not possible for RPWS to precisely

determine the electron density, although there does

not appear to be evidence for a substantial increase

in the density (9È20%) at closest approach.

The study uses electron spectrometer, ELS,

and ion mass spectrometer, IMS, data from CAPS
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Fig. 1. Periods of CAPS-
measured enhanced ion
flux along the Cassini
spacecraft trajectory dur-
ing the close encounter
of Enceladus on 14 July
2005. (A) An Enceladus-
centered cylindrical coor-
dinate system with the
vertical axis in the direc-
tion of Saturn’s spin axis
and the horizontal axis
the perpendicular dis-
tance from Enceladus
(1 RE 0 252.1 km). (B)
A projection into the
equatorial plane with
the radial coordinate
positive toward Saturn
and the azimuthal co-
ordinate positive in the direction of corotation.
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(4), with the penetrating radiation background

removed (Fig. 3). Looking first at the electron

counting rate as a function of energy and time,

summed over the ELS field of view and un-

corrected for spacecraft potential (Fig. 3A), two

electron populations are visible: a Bcold[ (È2 to

3 eV) population with peak counts near A and a

Bhot[ (È20 eV) population with peak counts

near B. During the encounter with Enceladus,

the spacecraft potential is less than the ELS

minimum energy, making electron density and

temperature extraction difficult. However, con-

straining the ELS data with the RPWS total

electron density (Fig. 2), the spacecraft potential

is È–2 V, and the densities and the tempera-

tures of cold and hot electron components are

N
c
0 70.3 cmj3 and T

c
0 1.35 eV and N

h
0 0.2

cmj3 and T
h
0 12.5 eV, respectively. During

the time interval from 19:30 to 20:30 UT, N
c

and T
c

vary by È40% and È20% respectively.

Next we consider the IMS ion counting rate as

a function of energy and time (Fig. 3B). Although

enhanced ion flux is observed throughout the

encounter, a slowing and deflection of the ion

flow velocity is observed when CAPS viewing is

favorable, before closest approach (between 19:41

and 19:46 UT) and also after closest approach

(between 20:14 and 20:26 UT). The ion compo-

sition can be obtained by IMS time-of-flight

techniques (Fig. 3C) throughout the encounter,

with water group ions Oþ, OHþ, H
2
Oþ, and

H
3
Oþ detected.

To extract ion plasma moments, we used a

forward model of IMS with the ions assumed to be

Oþ and with phase space density a convected

isotropic maxwellian. The free parameters in the

model are ion temperature and two components

of the ion flow velocity (radial and azimuthal).

The ion temperature obtained from this procedure

is È35 eV away from Enceladus (at 19:41 and

20:26 UT) and decreases to È15 eV closer to

Enceladus (at 19:46 UT). The temperature away

from Enceladus is consistent with previous CAPS

results (7); the temperature further in is a rough

estimate given the assumption of a single ion com-

ponent (Oþ) with isotropic phase space density.

The ion flow velocity is constrained to lie in

Saturn_s equatorial plane, and the total ion density

is constrained to equal the RPWS total electron

density (Fig. 2). In Fig. 4, the ion flow velocity (red

vectors) is plotted on the Cassini trajectory (Fig.

1B). Also shown for reference is the ion flow

velocity for rigid corotation and model flow stream-

lines discussed below. The measured flow is slowed

and deflected from the corotation direction at least

27 Enceladus radii (R
E
; 1 R

E
0 252.1 km) from the

moon (at the start of the inbound segment), and at

a distance of 57 R
E

(near the end of the outbound

segment) the flow is mostly in the azimuthal

direction with a smaller radial component.

Although viewing was not optimum, IMS

also provided a direct observation of water group

ion pickup near closest approach to Enceladus via

a distinctive ion velocity-space distribution. In ion

pickup, a newborn ion has the velocity of its

parent neutral, but by virtue of its acquired elec-

trical charge it experiences the electric field asso-

ciated with the magnetospheric plasma flowing

relative to the neutral-gas reference frame. The ion

is accelerated by this electric field and by the

ambient magnetic field such that it subsequently

executes a cycloidal motion, which may be de-

scribed as a circular gyration about a magnetic field

line that is moving with the plasma flow velocity.

In velocity space, the pickup ions exhibit a charac-

teristic signature: a ring-shaped peak in phase

space density centered on the local bulk flow

velocity and with a radius equal to the flow speed

at the point of ionization (Fig. 5). The ions de-

tected by IMS are consistent with the distribu-

tion expected for pickup into plasma, flowing at

17.5 km s–1 with respect to the neutrals and subse-

quently slowing to 14 km s–1 at the observation

point. This is well below the relative corotation-

Fig. 2. Data from the Cassini RPWS instrument illustrating the electric
field spectral density as a function of frequency and time on 14 July
2005. Upper hybrid, whistler mode, and electron cyclotron harmonic
emissions are measured by RPWS, as is common in Saturn’s inner

magnetosphere. Closest approach to Enceladus occurs at 19:55 UT. The
upper hybrid emission (fUH) is a known function of the total electron
density and magnetic field strength, yielding the electron density
denoted in the upper right. LT is local time.
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al speed at Enceladus of 26.4 km s–1 and more

characteristic of the strongly slowed and de-

flected flow in the near vicinity of the satellite.

This distribution indicates that the ion pickup

rate increases substantially near Enceladus.

The initial quantitative interpretation of the

plasma flow velocity deflections (Fig. 4) uses a

modified version of an electrodynamics mod-

el originally developed for Jupiter_s moon Io

(8). Compared with Io, plasma deflection at

Enceladus occurs much farther from the moon,

indicating an extended neutral gas cloud with

mass loading distributed over a large volume.

The mass-loading rate is taken to be proportional

to the neutral density (9), assumed in the model

to vary as the inverse square of distance from

Enceladus. The model solutions (indicated by the

green flow contours in Fig. 4) are determined by

the ratio of total mass-loading rate to the Pedersen

conductance assumed for Saturn_s ionosphere.

The latter quantity is not well constrained observa-

tionally, but scaling from the case of Jupiter (10)

suggests a value of È0.1 to 1 S. If we adopt the

lower value, the measured flow deflections

roughly imply a total mass-loading rate of È3 �
1027 H

2
O/s (È100 kg/s), comparable to the rate

that has been independently estimated (2, 3) to

be required to supply the remotely observed OH

cloud. A larger conductance (11) would imply a

correspondingly larger mass-loading rate.

The RPWS data (Fig. 2) do not indicate a

substantial increase in plasma density near

Enceladus, requiring that charge exchange be

the dominant mass-loading process. Further sup-

port is obtained from the RPWS electron den-

sities, ELS electron temperatures, and IMS ion

flow speeds. These data indicate that the lifetime

of a water molecule to electron impact ionization

near Enceladus is an order of magnitude larger

than the charge exchange lifetime. In addition, the

ultraviolet photoionization lifetime is two orders

of magnitude larger than the charge exchange

Fig. 4. Plot of theCassini
trajectory and ion flow
velocities obtained from
IMS (Fig. 3). IMS viewing
in the radial direction is
poor for about 10 min
after t3. The plasma flow
is slowed and deflected
over a large volume
extending more than 30
RE from Enceladus. Model
streamlines (green con-
tours) indicate a total
mass-loading rate of
È100 kg s–1 (3 � 1027

H2O molecules s–1) times
S/(0.1 S), where S is Sat-
urn’s ionospheric Peder-
sen conductance.

Fig. 3. Data from the CAPS
on 14 July 2005. (A) Elec-
tron counting data from
ELS. Cold and hot electron
components are detected
with peak counts near A
and B. (B) Ion counting
data from IMS, with the
slowing of the ion flow
evident between t1 and t2.
(C) Individual water group
(Oþ, OHþ, H2O

þ, H3O
þ)

ion densities divided by the
total water group ion densi-
ty, obtained from IMS time-
of-flight measurements. The
reduced c2 for the compo-
sition fits averages to 8.5
for Oþ, 33.9 for OHþ, 8.1
for H2O

þ, and 8.0 for
H3O

þ. Thus the confidence
in the fits is very good for
all ions except OHþ, for
which it is fair. The uncer-
tainty in the fit is domi-
nated by the choice of
model function, not statis-
tics. The 1-s relative uncer-
tainties in the densities run
between 2 and 3%.
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lifetime. Charge exchange is a process in which a

fast ion captures an electron from a slow neutral

in the vicinity of Enceladus. It produces, on aver-

age, a fast neutral and a slow ion. After such an

interaction, the local ion density does not change,

but the rotating fields pick up and accelerate the

ion, producing the observed mass loading. The

charge exchange process described here produces

an enormous expansion of the Enceladus cloud

by creating the energetic neutrals (12) that are

required to describe the large-scale OH cloud

observed by the Hubble Space Telescope.
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Enceladus’ Varying Imprint on the
Magnetosphere of Saturn
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The bombardment of Saturn’s moon Enceladus by 920–kiloelectron volt magnetospheric particles
causes particle flux depletions in regions magnetically connected to its orbit. Irrespective of
magnetospheric activity, proton depletions are persistent, whereas electron depletions are quickly erased
by magnetospheric processes. Observations of these signatures by Cassini’s Magnetospheric Imaging
Instrument allow remote monitoring of Enceladus’ gas and dust environments. This reveals substantial
outgassing variability at the moon and suggests increased dust concentrations at its Lagrange points.
The characteristics of the particle depletions additionally provide key radial diffusion coefficients for
energetic electrons and an independent measure of the inner magnetosphere’s rotation velocity.

T
he importance of interactions between the

Kronian magnetosphere and the Enceladus/

E-ring system is becoming increasingly

apparent. Saturn_s inner magnetosphere is awash

with ionized components of water (1) that

probably originate at the E-ring (2) and, as re-

cently confirmed, ultimately at Enceladus itself

(3, 4). This material substantially alters the inner

Kronian magnetosphere, being analogous in sev-

eral respects to the volcanic material from Io that

shapes Jupiter_s magnetosphere. Previous obser-

vations of the Enceladus-magnetosphere interac-

tion region by Pioneer 11 and Voyager 2 (5), at

3.950 Saturn radii (R
S
) from the planet (6), totaled

four crossings of saturnian magnetic field lines that

intersect Enceladus_ orbit, i.e., the moon_s L-shell.

During July 2004 to October 2005, Cassini

performed 30 such L-shell crossings, providing a

wealth of information on the magnetospheric

effects of the moon and the E-ring core through

the Low Energy Magnetospheric Measurement

System (LEMMS) (7) of the Magnetospheric

Imaging Instrument (MIMI). LEMMS uses

semiconductor detectors to measure ion and

electron fluxes in the energy ranges of 20 keV

to 60 MeV and 20 keV to 5 MeV, respectively,

usually at a 5.65-s resolution. As well as being

ion sources, Enceladus and the E-ring are im-

portant sinks for saturnian radiation-belt par-

ticles. Brown and collaborators (8) consider the

consequences of energetic-particle bombardment

for the moon_s surface chemistry. Here, we

report expanded observations of the reciprocal

processes: Enceladus_ effect on the energetic-

particle population and the remote sensing of

substantial variability in its outgassing rate. The

latter_s changing effect on energetic particles

may have important implications for the inferred

age of the moon_s radiation-weathered surface.

Within the radiation belts, low-energy mag-

netospheric plasma corotates almost rigidly with

Saturn (1). Within the LEMMS energy range,

gradient and curvature drifts are pronounced: Pos-

itive ions drift azimuthally in the sense of co-

rotation, and electrons in the opposite direction.

Low-energy electrons counterdrift slowly enough

to maintain a net motion in the corotation direc-

Fig. 5. Ring velocity-space
distribution observed by IMS
near Enceladus. The plane
of the figure represents a
slice through the spacecraft-
centered velocity-space distri-
bution essentially perpendicu-
lar to the magnetic field and
measured 114 s before closest
approach (19:53:26 UT at 4.2
RE). The Vx direction points
toward Saturn and the Vy direc-
tion is in the azimuthal direction
about Saturn, positive in the
westward direction. Phase
space density (PSD) is in units
of 10j6 s3 mj6. The circle
shows the locus in velocity
space that would be occupied
by ions that were picked up in a 17.5 km s–1 flow that is presently flowing at 14 km/s in the –Vy direction relative
to Cassini. The plots on the inclined baselines show the PSD in two different directions, at gyrophase angles of
È165- and È–45- relative to the Vx axis and at È110- and 95- from the magnetic field direction. In both
directions, the peaks in the PSD occur at a velocity consistent with the ring location as shown. This ring-type distribution
constitutes direct evidence for ion pickup in the slower flows that characterize the near-Enceladus environment.
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